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1 INTRODUCTION

The OPTIMA project or the “Optimisation of traffic accident statistics”, initiated by the DWTC\(^1\), is part of a strategy to obtain the necessary means to establish a traffic safety policy. A policy on traffic safety should be a reliable and representative reflection of safety issues. This makes traffic accident data an essential element in making policy decisions on traffic safety. In this sense, the availability of reliable and representative statistical material is the basis upon which traffic safety policy must be founded.

The project objective is to obtain more complete and more representative traffic accident statistics by linking hospital records with existing police records and comparing the hospital data with available police information.

Part 1 of the project, the description of the existing situation, goes through a series of steps. The introductory text explores the problem of the current incompleteness of recorded data in Belgium. This is followed by an international investigation of recording methods in the Netherlands, Sweden, Great Britain and the USA. This section provides a more detailed description of hospital records and the concurrence between hospital and police records. In the following report the current Belgian process for hospital records, as well as the procedure through which the hospital notifies the police will be set out. This part will end with a series of policy suggestions, based on the description of the weaknesses of the existing formalities for records.

Part 2 of the project outlines a demonstration record system for traffic casualties in hospitals. The aim is to introduce this demo into an emergency admission service and to extend it to a day clinic at a later stage. At the same time, the possibility of coupling hospital data with police data will be explored. Foreign experience with traffic casualty records will be put to use in this experiment. Alongside the demonstration, the possibility of recording traffic casualties through primary care services will also be examined.

Part 3 features policy proposals and validates the research results.

This inception report looks at the state of affairs in part 1 of the research project, and more specifically at the problem of the current under-recording of traffic casualties in Belgium and at recording methods in the Netherlands, Sweden, Great Britain and the USA.

1.1 Context and summary

The OPTIMA research started from the results and policy proposals of the DWTC’s research project “Objective and Subjective Lack of Traffic Safety”. The “objective lack of safety” component was carried out by the CDO\(^2\) from 1997-1998. This research revealed the major limitations in the reliability of traffic statistics\(^3\).

Current statistical material is neither sufficiently complete nor sufficiently representative. As part of the existing procedures, there is an urgent need to automate recording procedures by the police and the public prosecutor. Automation of police records is particularly important: this record should be made at the place of the actual accident. If no solution is found in the short term to automating in a way that includes all the basic information in the classic official report while avoiding all the incidental proceedings, the

---

\(^1\) Federal Office for Scientific, Technical and Cultural Affairs

\(^2\) CDO: Centrum voor Duurzaam Ontwikkeling (Centre for Sustainable Development)

quality and the quantity of records will suffer even further. In 2002, the federal and local police launched a series of pilot projects on the matter. The aim is to have a ‘one-off recording procedure’ in place by 2004.

While police accident records will always be incomplete to some extent, this practice should be maintained and supplemented with traffic accident data from hospitals. To this end, it is necessary to organise the traffic casualty records in hospitals. For the time being, hospitals still keep the information in the individual doctor’s files. Given that traffic injuries are a major area of expenditure within the social security system, the data collection approach seems only appropriate. At a later stage, the primary caregivers must also become involved: patient files can serve as a basis for this.

The literary overview shows how traffic accidents are recorded in the SUN countries (Sweden, UK, the Netherlands) and in the USA. There is a continual theme running throughout this literary overview: the possibility - or the effective application of - linking different sources of records or databases. There is an overwhelming call for coupling police data with hospital information. The only difference lies in the type of databases and the manner in which they are linked. There are efforts underway in all four countries to couple existing data with a view to obtaining more complete and therefore more representative traffic accident statistics.

Not all these countries are working towards this goal in the same, fixed, structural manner: some countries undertake coupling periodically (the Netherlands), limit the coupling to specific regions or have not yet introduced a system that is applicable everywhere (Great Britain). In the USA, there is more of a data warehouse structure, while Sweden has developed a specific system that automatically couples medical reports with police traffic accident data.

1.2 Objectives

Using the results of studying the literature and exploring current record procedures, the objective is to set up a demonstration record system in the emergency services of the Gent University Hospital (Universitair Ziekenhuis Gent or UZG). This will be extended to day clinics and primary care at a later stage. Of course this will only be possible if electronic patient information management is available.

For this demonstration, it must been seen whether the Swedish experience with the STRADA system (Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition), developed by Aerotech Telub, can be repeated.

Using the analysis of the existing record systems and the results of the demonstration, proposals will be formulated for use by the competent Ministers of Mobility & Transport, Social Security and Health Care. The ultimate goal is the national implementation of a permanent coupling system.

1.3 Expected results

It is expected that the demonstration record system at UZG will reveal the problem of police under-recording of (the types of) traffic casualties. This approach should also make it possible to link accident data with clinical follow-up and medical/social costs.

2 METHODOLOGY

We will start by exploring the existing procedure for creating hospital records of traffic casualties in the three SUN countries and in the USA. According to official traffic safety
statistics and indicators\(^4\), the SUN countries are the three countries with the highest records of traffic safety in Europe. We will also see whether the STRADA system can contribute to setting up an effective record system.

To keep the literary overview as clear as possible, a structured questionnaire\(^5\) was drafted and sent to contact people in the four countries. As there was only a limited response to this questionnaire, information was collected mainly from each country’s official website and from their links. Through these Internet sites, opportunities arose to ask key figures for more detailed information.

With a view to explaining the current situation in Belgium of patient records, a meeting\(^6\) was organised with researchers and certain staff members, including the head of emergency services at UZG. After a general overview, more detailed information was given on the contents of and procedure for patient records. Upon closer examination, it emerged that there is no uniform patient record system in Belgium. In other words, every hospital uses its own record system. This must be taken into account when attempting to move towards a more general interpretation.

3 INTERIM RESULTS, PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

3.1 The Netherlands

3.1.1 Problem formulation

The first problem that emerged with data records was the fact that recording objectives do not always correspond with the objectives of scientific research or with the objectives for policy formation.

It is characteristic for the main record source, the police, to take their criminal and civil responsibility into account when recording the information. Indeed, this is set out as an objective of the Dutch Police Traffic Committee. This Committee stated: “the primary objective of our records are to assist with the civil settlement of accidents and the secondary objective is to trace and follow up on offences, with the centralised recording of traffic accidents only a third objective”. This was confirmed in a feasibility study assessing the effects of a promotion plan to reduce traffic accidents in the Netherlands by 25%\(^8\).

Police records are almost by definition incomplete. This is due to the combination of recording instructions and the manner of recording.

The guidelines set out by the police services determine what information the police record and what information the police choose not to record. The study by Harris (1989)\(^9\) is an excellent illustration of this. In this study, Harris spent one year examining the results of an inquiry into the nature and range of the number of causalities in traffic accidents, and the completeness and representative value of the police records on these casualties.

\(^4\) Source: IRTAD (International Road Traffic Accident Data) at [www.bast.de](http://www.bast.de)

\(^5\) See annex.

\(^6\) Meeting of the UZG emergency admission service on 10 July 2002.


It emerged that of the 430,000 traffic casualties examined as part of the study, only 49,748 of them were actually recorded. While it must not be forgotten that the police only record those traffic accidents occurring on public roads in which at least one moving vehicle is involved, and that they do not record anything considered a “very light” injury\(^{10}\), at least 210,000 of these casualties should have been recorded.

This means that only around 1/9 of the study subjects and less than 1/4 of the 210,000 traffic casualties - who could have been recorded - actually show up in the police records. So it seems that police records are only the proverbial ‘tip of the iceberg’.

The method of recording determines to a great extent how correct, complete and representative the police record really is. The recording of accident data depends notably on the victim or vehicle reports. In certain cases, it also depends on how the police officer assesses the situation with his/her own eyes\(^{11}\). The police record the data after a call, but this is no guarantee as not all accidents are recorded. As a result, large numbers of (especially light) injuries go unrecorded; the police rarely record casualties who do not require hospital treatment.

There can be any number of reasons for this: the injury was only felt as such after the police inquiry, the physical pain only emerged some time after the accident (for example, whiplash), it was not in the parties’ best interest to report the accident, the accident did not take place on a public road, it was only seen as a very slight injury, etc.

Harris’s study (1989) showed that police officers were present at 45% of accidents with casualties and that of these they recorded 52%; of the 115,000 traffic casualties the police witnessed, 55% did not require hospital treatment, for 45% polyclinic treatment was sufficient and 3% were admitted to hospital. So the Dutch police also failed to record a relatively high percentage (3%) of more serious casualties.

Schematically represented (vertically-aligned percentage), the situation is as follows in the Netherlands:\(^{12}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total traffic casualties</th>
<th>430,000</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meeting record guidelines</td>
<td>210,000</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with police presence</td>
<td>95,000</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49,748</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This chart shows that based on the data supplied by the study, a great deal of information on casualties gets lost at every step of the way. The fact that half the information was lost can partially be ascribed to the fact that the police do not have to record a number of things (in accordance with the record guidelines). Of what they should have recorded – had they been made aware of it –, another half was lost because the police was not informed. And yet another half of the recorded data was lost either because it was not reported to the Traffic Accident Registration Department (VOR) or because it was erroneously reported (for example, accidents with casualties were reported as being exclusively material damage).

The fact that police records are incomplete was confirmed yet again by the above-mentioned studies\(^{13}\). While it has appeared in Dutch studies\(^{14}\) that the records of the deceased (within thirty days) are nearly complete, this does not seem to be the case based on the few Belgian studies\(^{15}\).

\(^{10}\) Ibidem, p. 17, the police do not register any casualties ‘if the injury is very slight, such as a scratch, the person is not considered wounded’.

\(^{11}\) Having just patrolled the area.


\(^{13}\) Also see IRTAD, Underreporting of road traffic accidents recorded by the police, at the international level. Irtad report published by the Public Roads Administration, Norway, 1994

\(^{14}\) HARRIS, S.M.A.o.c., on p. 43. The accuracy of the records on the deceased can be checked against Statistic Netherlands’ figures on the causes of death.

\(^{15}\) The study by Mens and Ruimte reports that the number of traffic casualties who die within thirty days is clearly underreported/under-recorded.
Based on police data, the number of casualties is incorrect and incomplete, as well as unrepresentative. Harris’ study shows that police records are not representative because the completeness of the groups under examination varied greatly. So compared with the average recording level of 24%, the casualties who were not treated in hospital are extremely underrepresented at 12%. The most seriously injured, to the contrary, are recorded relatively consistently (70%). Groups such as cyclists (11%), children on bicycles (5%) and cyclists who hit an object (2%) or in on-sided accidents (2%) are considerably underrepresented.

The data from this study correspond with the data from an older study by Maas (1982). Harris concluded that of all the accident and casualty characteristics, the seriousness of the injury and the involvement of a motor vehicle were the most determining in terms of police records.

The problem with accurate casualty records was also confirmed in a study by Hopkin et al. (1993). 90% of the traffic casualties recorded by the police as severely injured corresponded with the hospital figures, while only 69% corresponded in the case of lightly injured persons. It also emerged that the police had taken an equally large number of patients classified by the hospital as severely wounded, and recorded them as lightly injured. A tenth of the casualties reported as lightly injured by the police were classified as uninjured by the hospitals, while a small number of lightly injured casualties was not reported by the police at all. The latter was not confirmed in Dutch studies as the underreporting of lightly-injured casualties was estimated at 83% for first-aid treatment and at a similar percentage level for other injuries; of a total of 110,000 + 120,000 = 230,000 casualties, the police only reported 39,100 lightly-injured casualties. As this information is based not only on surveys, but also on the National Medical Records (LMR) and on the Home and Leisure Accident Registration System (PORS), it seems fair to assume that the Dutch figures may be closer to reality. Indeed, the differences may be explained by the inclusion or exclusion of records on specific accidents, such as one-sided or singular accidents.

In the study by Hopkin et al. the analysis was only relevant to accidents registered in hospitals, and it is not clear whether first aid treatment or day clinics were included.

The incorrect evaluation of severe and lightly injured casualties as revealed in the study by Hopkin et al. is confirmed in the study by Bull & Roberts (1993). This study compared 800 accidents with casualties (admitted to hospital) against police records. The proportion between the clinically classified severe casualties versus the severe casualties as recorded by the police was 86%. This figure was 48% in the Hopkin et al. study. The proportion between the clinically classified light casualties versus the light casualties as recorded by the police was 99% (98% in the Hopkin et al. study). In Sweden, Sande & Thorson (1975)

While it is hard to differentiate between recording and reporting, it is important to note that after having been recorded by the police, the public prosecutor and/or the hospital, a great deal of information still ends up being incompletely reported or not reported at all. This is due to sloppiness and error, as well as to structural problems in the reporting system itself.

As the Dutch police records are completed with data from the National Medical Records (LMR) and the Home and Leisure Accident Registration System (PORS) - the Dutch data system seems to be one way of dealing with under-recording and underreporting. 

---

16 Defined as those who were admitted to hospital.
17 MAAS, M.W., De politieregistratie van verkeersgewonden in ziekenhuizen, Leidschendam, 1982, SWOV.
Policy proposals to simplify the recording procedure on location could contribute to simplifying the reporting procedure and even to improving the level of reporting. One idea would be to record the accident on a portable computer\textsuperscript{22}. This would prevent information from being lost or incompletely entered due to the lapse in time or other small human failings.

3.1.2 Description of police records

In the Netherlands, the record is based, inasmuch as possible, on a one-off on-location evaluation of the characteristics of the accident. For this, the traffic accident must be reported to the police emergency centre; in other words, those traffic accidents that are not reported to the police emergency centre are not taken into consideration\textsuperscript{23}. The emergency centre also determines whether or not it is necessary to send the police, a decision that depends on how serious the centre considers the accident.

Depending on the seriousness of the accident (extent of damage and/or seriousness of the injury) and the seriousness of the traffic violation or the criminal act as the case may be, the police officer on the scene can choose among the following options:

- not to make a record;
- to only fill in a record form;
- to draw up a limited official report (similar to the record form, only with extra copies);
- to draw up an extensive official report (in addition to the record form and consisting of many pages).

The police forms are sent to the AVV/BG\textsuperscript{24} and entered in a database. Only those police forms of a minimum quality level are entered; the others are kept in a separate file, but the information is not used for statistical analysis purposes. Data can only be entered up to the first of March following the year of the accident.

In the Netherlands, it has been determined that after around 60 days practically all accidents (99\%) have been reported. ‘Latecomers’ are only taken into consideration in the case of fatal traffic accidents.

The Baseline Data Department (BG) of the Transport Research Centre (also known as the ‘Transport Accident Registration Department’) left something to be desired, which was why VIPORS was created in 1994. VIPORS stands for ‘traffic accidents in PORS’\textsuperscript{25}.

The VIPORS system records injury information alongside basic accident information. VIPORS is a traffic casualty record system based on the emergency departments of thirteen hospitals\textsuperscript{26} in the Netherlands. VIPORS\textsuperscript{27} features a special series of traffic safety variables in addition to the existing PORS variables.

In addition, the dataset of ‘SIG Zorginformatie’ National Medical Records (LMR) is also taken into consideration. The LMR dataset contains information on all people admitted to Dutch hospitals. Traffic casualties are selected from this set.

Based on the OIN injury survey (1992-1993), the number of traffic casualties was estimated at 250,000. The OIN methodology (Accidents in the Netherlands) consisted of a telephone survey in which around 60,000 people were asked whether they had been involved in an...

\textsuperscript{22} KOORNSTA, M.J., Current Statistical tools, systems and bodies concerned with safety and accident statistics, Leidschendam, 1995, SWOV D 95-24, on pages 11 and 12.
\textsuperscript{23} See the earlier analysis of S. Harris (HARRIS, S.M.A., Verkeersgewonden geteld en gemeten, Leidschendam, 1989, SWOV R-89-13, 89 pages)
\textsuperscript{24} Transport Research Centre (AVV), Baseline Data Department.
\textsuperscript{25} PORS covers a sample set of fourteen hospitals. This number of hospitals represents approximately 10\% of all Dutch hospitals with a 24-hour emergency department.
\textsuperscript{26} These thirteen hospitals are – with one exception – the same as those used by PORS (14 hospitals).
\textsuperscript{27} One-sided accidents with cyclists and moped drivers are entered as private accidents in the PORS system.
accident in a set period. On the basis of this survey, the classic police records - including one-sided cyclist and pedestrian accidents - were less than 20% complete. The following is a comparative overview of the various sources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Deceased</th>
<th>Admission to hospital</th>
<th>First-aid treatment</th>
<th>Other injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OIN 29</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>18,700</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMR 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIPORS</td>
<td>&lt; 18,700</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police records</td>
<td>± 1,300</td>
<td>± 11,220</td>
<td>± 18,700</td>
<td>±20,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3 Linked databases

To gain an overview of the traffic casualty situation, the Netherlands has been coupling different sets of data for the past ten years. Probabilistic coupling is applied for coupling VOR 32 and LMR 33. With probabilistic coupling, records are matched for those that share all the variables under consideration (the so-called coupling variables), however differences are also taken into consideration. Variables deemed as ‘unknown’ for one or more coupling variables are still taken on board. There is no general distance defined for the space bridging the coupling variables (the coupling space) and there are matches not only for distance zero, but also for a distance greater than zero. The distance in the coupling space between the points that correspond with a record from the VOR dataset and one from the LMR dataset is like a measure of the (un)likelihood that the records concern the same traffic casualty. Distance zero is considered a perfect match: both records have the same value for the birth date of the casualty, the same gender, the same date and time of the accident; the two records list the same hospital. The more differences there are, the greater the distance becomes, lowering the likelihood of it being the same casualty.

The following is a more detailed explanation of these concepts:

1. The coupling variables
   The following variables are taken as part of the distance function: the epoch (date + time) of hospital admission and of the accident, date of birth, gender, hospital (number), the E-code 34 and the ERNSTSL variable 35.

2. The distance function
   Each coupling variable has its distance coefficient. This records the distance as two records only if there are major differences between the variables. Some variables can differ to a certain extent. A large difference between the date of admission and the date of the accident (EPOCH) means it is practically impossible for it to be the same casualty. A formula is used to measure the differences.

---

29 OIN: Accidents in the Netherlands (telephone injury survey)
31 VOR stands for Traffic Accident Records; these records are put together by the AVV/BG (Transport Research Centre) on the basis of police data. They include data on traffic casualties, as well as on the actual accidents.
32 LMR or National Medical Records contains data on all admissions to Dutch hospitals.
33 The Ecode records the sort of accident. In addition to the Ecodes for (presumed) traffic casualties, the Ecodes that list ‘suicide’ and ‘cause unknown’ are also selected.
34 i.e. variables that relate to the seriousness of the injury; that is to say, the information that the patient has passed away (including the time elapsed since the accident) or that the patient was transported and/or admitted to hospital.
3. The matches
When matching, a record from one dataset is assigned to one record from another dataset such that the records with the least distance between them, the neighbouring records, end up assigned together. While selectivity plays no role in the matches, it does provide an indication of the quality of the match.

The VOR dataset includes a code that states whether a casualty was admitted to hospital and if so, to which hospital. It was nevertheless decided to include all traffic casualties in the coupling set. The main reason behind this was that coupling has revealed that only some 10% of the casualties that according to police records were transported to hospital but not admitted matched with the LMR dataset. A second reason to work with such an extensive set is that according to the AVV’s coding guidelines, if a casualty is admitted later, this must be coded as ‘not admitted’. A third reason is the fact that it is unlikely that the police could know if a casualty was admitted to hospital at a later date; in such a case, the record must be wrong.

For the linking, the software sets a maximum distance of 200 between the two records to be coupled. This is because when determining the distance function, a (theoretically arbitrary) distance of 100 was chosen as the limit beyond which the likelihood of a match would be less than 50%. A distance of 200 means a very unlikely match. Analyses have shown, however, that within groups with distances between 100 and 200, a not unlikely part of them matched. This could lead to a better calculation of the total number of casualties in both datasets.

For an epoch difference, the quadratic function was chosen after evaluation. This runs from 0 to 100 for epoch differences from 0 to 4 positive days, from 0 to 1 negative day. One day was added to account for people who go home after an accident and are admitted to hospital only one day later, after a visit to the doctor, for example.-

3.2 Sweden

In Sweden, the record system is in a phase of complete transition. The STRADA record system is already in use in a large part of Sweden. This record system covers 40% of the population.

Rather than describing the old record system, we have chosen to describe the STRADA record model. This seems more logical given that the STRADA model could be applied in the demo model for this research.

3.2.1 Description of the STRADA model

STRADA stands for Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition and was developed by Aerotech Telub (SAAB group).

The objective is to come up with a reliable national system for recording accidents. In Sweden, four partners are involved: the Swedish National Road Administration, the cities, the police and the hospitals. They are seeking to find a reliable means for basing the monitoring of policy measures on traffic safety. Such monitoring of traffic safety measures was also needed to evaluate the aim of ‘Vision Zero’ (i.e. no deaths or serious casualties in traffic).

Both the police and the hospitals (clients) draw up reports on traffic accidents. Their entries differ considerably. The aim is to combine both reports in a database where the data can be analysed. Before being sent to the national database, the police and hospital information is checked for completeness and accuracy. It is then sent over Internet in a coded form. In the

---

36 The epoch difference is the lapse of time between the recorded time of accident and the time at which the casualty was admitted to hospital.
37 Zie bijlage
database, the reports from the different clients (police/hospitals) are brought together and compared in order to come up with a joint report on the same accident.

Comparisons are made based on the following parameters: person(s) involved, time and location. After processing and removal of personal information, the database is sent to a database that is accessible to the public. The term ‘publicly accessible database’ must be put into a certain perspective, inasmuch as ‘public access’ means access for other clients.

3.2.2 Description of police records

Police records use three different basic types of information. Firstly, the precise location of the accident is determined with GPS (Global Positioning System), which provides very exact information. The second type of information is the description of the accident: this consists of both descriptions of the vehicles and persons involved in the accident and a drawing of the accident. The third type of information concerns the road: road type, speed limit, applicable traffic regulations (for example, traffic lights, priority rules, etc.), weather conditions, condition of the road surface (dry, icy, etc.), within or outside the city, visibility (day-night, street lights), construction, road works, etc.

These elements can always serve as a basis (along with personal information: identity of the persons involved in the accident, vehicle registration number, identity of the witnesses, etc.) for the traditional official report. These elements also correspond to some extent with the questions asked in the Belgian ‘Analysis form for traffic accidents with fatalities or casualties’ (VOF).

The data must be entered into a computer in the police vehicle: with this computer, the data can be processed directly and later sent directly on-line\(^{38}\). To avoid any discussion over the precise location of the accident - and also for more general police reasons - every police vehicle must be equipped with GPS.

A series of additional data is also entered to facilitate the tracing of the original data after transfer to the server. These data include the day number, the person in charge of the input and the time.

In the current Belgian situation, the Public Prosecutor plays an important role in the case of accidents involving fatalities or serious casualties. In the case of fatalities, the Public Prosecutor is informed of what is listed as an “unnatural” death. When (possibly) implementing the STRADA system, it must be seen whether this link to the Public Prosecutor must be maintained.

3.2.3 Description of hospital records

The hospital collects three different sorts of information:

- General information: name, address of casualty; vehicle, type of traffic accident.
- Description of the injury: this is based on the ICD-10 code (International Classification of Diseases), which supports the graphic representation. The ICD code is then transposed to an ISS index (Injury Severity Score). This makes it possible to compare injuries.
- The third sort of information involves a digital map to situate the place of the accident. This means the ambulance must be equipped with a GPS system.

\(^{38}\) Indeed, this would make it possible to notify the Public Prosecutor immediately in the case of fatalities, serious casualties or incriminating circumstances.
It is also possible to include the costs of medical care, sick leave and the like. This makes it possible to develop the system such that it provides a better overview of the costs of traffic accidents.

For the future, the possibilities of extending the system to polyclinics and primary health care must be explored. However, this would be dependent on the introduction of an electronic patient management system that would make it possible to collect traffic accident casualty-specific information. The information can only be sent on if all the required or necessary data have been entered.

3.2.4 Output

An SQL database is used for the output, providing a flexible, easy means of analysis. The data can be requested using various parameters: geographic location (complete with zoom-in function), time, seriousness of the accident (injured, lightly injured, seriously injured, fatally injured), type of accident (who was involved or other elements of the accident), age, gender, etc.

The standard report displays all the accidents for the selected region. The accidents are represented by blocks of colours with the colour determining the seriousness of the accident. A (clickable) list of all accident reports is also available. All the other data can also be requested for each report. However, this is only the case if the data is available.

It goes without saying that it is also possible to access all the details of the accident selectively - irrespective of personal information that is not included in the output in any case.

This database cannot be accessed by just anyone, and set procedures are used to keep accident data from becoming personalised. If this was not the case, personal data on the casualties could be retrieved on the basis of the date and place of the accident. And this would mean free access to awkward information.

This output can also reveal which accidents were recorded by the police and/or hospital. This makes it possible to pinpoint the reasons behind the lack of records and if necessary, to adapt the record procedure accordingly.

It is worth noting that police records score notably low for certain time periods and that rarely more than 50% of accidents are recorded compared with hospital records. It is also important to note that the two have very few records in common, leading to the conclusion that it is essential to combine both sets of records.

3.2.5 Results of Swedish implementation

The goal is to implement the STRADA system across the entire Swedish territory in 2003. At present time, 40% of the Swedish population is covered by this record system. There are still a few missing elements. The Swedish police force is not yet fully equipped with GPS and a computer in each vehicle. As a result, a lot of the police record work still takes place in the office. The same goes for the GPS in ambulances. The most interesting part of the STRADA system is the double input of data - from the hospital and from the police -, which not only increases the coverage of accident records, but also considerably increases the quality of data.
3.3 Great Britain

3.3.1 Introduction

At the order of the Road Safety Division of the Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions (DTLR), the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) has been carrying out a series of studies since the 1980s recording, comparing and/or coupling the medical information of traffic casualties and accident data from police services.\(^{39}\)

Initially, the sample set of hospitals and/or emergency services was geographically and temporally limited. The latest studies have gone for a more regional analysis over a longer time span.

3.3.2 Description of hospital records

Various hospital data sources were used in the TRL studies.

The most recent study by Broughton et al. (2001) combined the simple police classification system for injury seriousness with the more detailed clinical information from the UK Trauma Audit & Research Network (TARN), an operational system of data collection and analysis covering over half the emergency services in all of Great Britain. A selection of their medical data, notably the information on seriously injured traffic casualties, was made available to TRL from 1994 to 1996. Of the 13,809 traffic casualty statistics in the TARN databank, 8,368 matched with police data (61%).

In both the studies by H.F. Simpson (1996, 1997) evaluating police underreporting and under-recording of traffic accidents, the hospital information from a large sample set of hospitals (16 and 18) was combined for 1 and 3 years respectively via the ‘DTI’s Accident Surveillance System’ by the administration of emergency services. Hospital staff identified the traffic casualties and collected as much of the following information as possible: accident circumstances, casualty details, clinical details, etc. All these data were entered into a computer and sent to the DTI’s central databank. The DTL then determined which information to send on to the TRL.

The TRL studies were only provided with the information needed to improve the national police traffic accident databank. TRL was never given access to the full medical database. The official approval of the Privacy Committee was received for the method used to access hospital data and the conditions of its use.

3.3.3 Description of police records

A police officer who has been informed of and comes to the scene of a traffic accident must fill in the national record form for traffic accidents, the STATS19, which is subsequently

---


\(^{40}\) In 1975 the Washington Hospital Centre developed a statistically based clinical audit system for defining efficient medical care systems. A number of British emergency care doctors followed this example and in 1988 came up with the Major Trauma Outcome Study (MTOS), collecting and comparing data from various hospitals. TARN was founded in 1992 by the ‘Royal College of Surgeons of England’ and is based on this study. ‘Trauma audit’ is now an integral part of the activities of a hospital. By late 1997, TARN was already receiving data from 49% of the hospitals in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. In 2000, the databank contained data on over 120,000 patients (see the site of the TRAUMA Audit & Research NETWORK at \(http://www.tarn.ac.uk\)).

\(^{41}\) The Accident Surveillance System is part of the Department of Trade and Industry’s ‘Safety Research Programme’, which keeps up-to-date statistics on accidents from a representative group of hospitals.

\(^{42}\) Definition of a traffic accident: any accident having taken place on a public road, including footpaths, in which 1 or more vehicles was/were involved.
entered into a computer. In addition to information on the circumstances of the accident, the form includes space for vehicle and casualty information.

The form includes three overall categories for evaluating the seriousness of the injury: fatal (dead within 30 days as a result of the accident), serious injuries (any injury that requires admission to hospital or one of the following injuries: fractures, internal injuries, serious cuts or gashes, serious bruising, cerebral contusion, serious overall state of shock requiring hospitalisation or injuries leading to death after 30 days or more) or lightly injured (for example, sprains, bruises, light cuts or slight state of shock that can be treated on location).

In the case of fatal traffic accidents, the STATS19 form is systematically accompanied by a post-mortem report by a pathologist.

3.3.4 Concurrence between hospital records and police records

The computerised linking procedure developed by the TRL in 1984 (Stone, 1984) has also been used in the more recent studies (such as Broughton, 2001; Simpson, 1996). This technique links information from both sets with a view to providing more extensive traffic casualty data. The statistical coupling algorithm recognises related records from both databases based on a number of key variables within adjustable control limits.

In most of the TRL studies, both databases were compared using common variables such as geographic location, date and time of the accident, age and gender of the casualty and type of road user.

In the most recent study (Broughton, 2001), starting on day 1 of the year, all STATS19 reports of the day and the TARN reports of day 1 and 2 were read in to the computer. Just like in other TRL studies (Stone, 1984; Simpson, 1996), casualties with the same key variables were coupled in both databases and various tolerance levels were established to allow for slight differences between the coupling variables. Variables such as the age of the casualty or the date of the accident for instance – which are not always accurately recorded - can vary within predefined limits between police and hospital records.

In this study, the most matches were found within the first tolerance level, namely the perfect matches (71.6%). The most additional matches were found within the tolerance level in which the age of the casualty could vary by 1 year within STATS19 (14%). The remaining tolerance levels provided very few other matches (i.e. seriousness of the injury can be fatal in the police data; TARN fatal can be linked with STATS19’s seriously injured; road user type may have any value in TARN; and if the casualty is brought to a hospital in a border region between provinces, the traffic casualties are also accounted for in the surrounding regions).

The coupling factor did not differ according to age and gender. It was only within the different types of road users that it was found that the most matches involved car drivers and pedestrians and that the fewest matches were found with cyclists.

After the coupling procedure, Broughton et al. could complete each uniquely coupled STATS19 record with a number of variables from patient data: for example, the length of hospital stay, the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) codes (18), the General MAIS (Maximum AIS) and the MAIS code for the most serious injuries on each region of the body, the Injury Severity Score (ISS-90), the extent to which the injury was life threatening, the Probability of Survival (PS), etc.

The remainder from day 1 was brought into the new day 2, and in this way the procedure was repeated for every day of the year.

43 The tolerance level is the maximum difference between the values of the police and the hospital data that can be accepted as a match. For example: a tolerance value of 2 for the ‘age’ variable means that links in which the age differs by up to 2 years between the two databases would be accepted; a tolerance level of 0 means that as regards age, only exact matches would be accepted.
3.3.5 Conclusion

Despite the fact that current research projects have not yet led to a permanent national connection between hospital and police databases, they have nevertheless demonstrated the need to improve existing traffic accident statistics.

In addition to correlating the parameters of the injury (type, level of seriousness, etc.) and the related financial costs with the parameters of the accident, the TRL studies managed to explore the methodological aspects of the recording and reporting process. It emerged that police officers systematically underestimate the seriousness of the injuries in their reports and that only half of the casualties who appeared in the medical databases could be found in the accident statistics.

Through the DTLR, a multi-annual plan for traffic research was set underway (the so-called ROAME statement). It reads as follows:

“...Specific project objectives... are... to produce a report on the viability of linking hospital trauma data with STATS19 road accident data, and if viable, to conduct a trial link in order to inform the decision on the desirability of the creation of a permanent linked database, by June 2002...”

The study by Broughton et al. (2001) provided the desired “trial link”. However, on inquiry to the author and those in charge at the DTLR, it appeared that it has not yet been decided to create a permanent system that could reliably link medical data (hospital and/or emergency services) with official accident reports.

The second phase of this study is now underway, using data from 1994 to 1999, and if possible including 2000. The report should be complete sometime in spring 2003.

3.4 United States of America

3.4.1 Description of hospital records

In the USA, medical information is recorded in various ways and by various bodies, including the EMS (Emergency Medical Service), emergency unit services, hospitals and rehabilitation & long-term care services. Not every service records all the information systematically.

The responsibility for data collection lies with the individual States and not with an overarching federal organisation. The only type of information to be subject to systematic computerised collection by practically all the States is hospital information. The contents of the hospital database are standardised (including patient information, hospital, treatment, procedures, diagnoses (ICD-10) and medical expenses). The cause of the injury is also mentioned (for example, a traffic accident).

In addition, information from death certificates per state are collected and computer processed in a nationally standardised manner. Through the Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHSTA) has been collecting data since 1975 from the police and emergency services on all traffic casualties who die within 30 days following an accident on public roads. Every State sends this information systematically to the NHSTA and a national FARS report is published annually. A series of information is used to complete the FARS documents, notably the police accident report, the vehicle registration and driver’s licence, vital statistics and death certificates, autopsy reports, hospital medical files and the emergency service reports.


3.4.2 Description of police records

Police officers who come to the scene of an accident on a public road have to fill in an accident form (PAR: Police accident report) including information on the accident, the vehicles and the persons involved. Traffic legislation varies from State to State, and so does the content of these PARs. The information collected includes the type of accident, the contributing factors, the road type, identifying characteristics and behaviour of the driver, the identifying characteristics of the wounded occupants, the respect of safety regulations, etc. There are 5 categories for determining the seriousness of the injury: dead, serious or debilitating injury, non-debilitating injury, potentially debilitating injury and unharmed.

3.4.3 Concurrence between hospital records and police records

CODES stands for “Crash Outcome Data Evaluation System”. It is an initiative of the NHTSA\(^\text{46}\) that has already been implemented in 27 subsidised States. The system couples data from traffic accidents with motorised vehicles recorded by the police with medical data from ambulance and emergency services and from hospitals. Under CODES, information on the vehicle, the accident and the persons involved is coupled with the specific medical and financial consequences. In each case, the data source deals with the entire population of the State concerned.

Given that unique personal characteristics are generally either not entered in a harmonised way on the computer or are simply unavailable, individuals must be identified through a combination of indirect characteristics.\(^\text{47}\) The actual linking is probabilistic.\(^\text{48}\) Such a coupling technique is ideal for coupling databases that do not contain perfect identifying data. Traffic accident data are generally collected under far from optimal circumstances, which can lead to errors.

In the initial phase, blocks of 10 to 20 records are defined based on so-called “blocking” variables (for example social security number, date of birth). A “blocking” variable is generally an indirect identification datum with complete and accurate data within each record. Within each block, a coupling score is attributed to each combination of records based on a number of “linking” variables, which are not necessarily identical. Each of these variables contributes a weight that reflects its discriminatory power as determined by earlier matches. The coupling process attributes a coupling value to each match of 2 attributes. These values are totalled, leading to an overall coupling value per pair of records.

When the indirect characteristic variables are not sufficiently discriminatory, they are coupled with additional data (for example, vehicle registration, driver’s licence) to increase their identifying power.

Coupling with hospital data is done in all the States concerned.

3.4.4 Implementation

The NHTSA hands the funds over to one organisation per State (such as emergency medical services office, universities, etc.) that bears the responsibility of arranging co-operation between data suppliers and users. As part of the CODES project, an administrative structure was set up in early 1991. This structure encourages cooperation between participating partners (data suppliers and data

\(^{46}\) Site of the National Center for Statistics & Analysis (NCSA): http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/
\(^{48}\) It uses AUTOMATCH software.
collectors) and, on the basis of protocols and consultation, exercises authority over the quality of the process. Systematic attention is paid to a number of quality aspects, including project management, communication, data reliability, privacy protection, validity, comparability between States and uniformity of coupling.\footnote{NHTSA, 2000. Revised Catalogue of Types of CODES Applications Implemented Using Linked State Data (06/2000). (NHTSA site).}

The police and medical databases can be further coupled with databanks of non-accident-related information such as driver’s licence registers, criminal records, insurance claims (health and vehicle), road information (such as GIS) and vehicle registration.

3.4.5 Conclusion

There still is no national system in the USA that systematically links police traffic accident data with hospital information. Both forms of recording are the responsibility of the State in question. However, there are already 27 American States that have agreed to implement the NHSTA’s initiative of the CODES system, linking various sorts of medical databases with police traffic accident data. During the planning period, the States receive subsidies to make at least 2 years of data collection possible. The results of the linkage help to support the States’ traffic safety policies. The next step would be to expand the system to a federal level.

Given the wide variety of types of data sources to be drawn from, such an approach seems likely to lead to the creation of a real data warehouse.

4 PROSPECTS AND FUTURE PLANNING

The literary overview provides an idea of the records of traffic accidents in the SUN countries and in the USA.

When evaluating the systems in place with regard to possible implementation in Belgium, the primary concern should be the independence of the coupling system in terms of building the database.

The Netherlands boasts a number of specific datasets that do not exist in Belgium, including the PORS\footnote{PORS covers a sample set of fourteen hospitals. This number of hospitals represents approximately 10\% of all Dutch hospitals with a 24-hour emergency department.} or Home and Leisure Accident Registration System. This system is the basis for VIPORS. And VIPORS basically consists of tracing traffic casualties back from the PORS dataset. It is comparable with the National Medical Records (LMR). Neither the VIPORS nor the LMR datasets are systematically available in Belgium. This means that the couplings that are carried out periodically (not annually) in the Netherlands cannot be used in Belgium. There is no basis, i.e. analogous databases for this. It can thus be said that the Netherlands is also in need of a structural construction for coupling datasets. Herein lies the interest of the Swedish STRADA model.

In Great Britain, they have been trying for years to compare and link medical information on traffic casualties (hospital information) with police accident data. A lot of studies have been carried out on the matter since the eighties. The initial studies had geographically and temporally limited sample sets of hospitals and/or emergency services, but the studies are now increasingly being extended to a regional level over a longer period. The ultimate goal is to achieve a permanent national link between hospital and police datasets. This is not yet the case, but it has shown the need to improve existing traffic accident statistics through this method.
The quality of traffic accident figures has also been improved in the USA through the coupling of medical information with traffic accident forms. This CODES system is already in use in 27 States: the goal is to generalise the system across the USA. This system boasts the advantage of creating a kind of data warehouse structure in which additional datasets can be coupled.

The Swedish STRADA record system combines police and hospital information in one database, from which the information is analysed. The advantage of this system is that the hospital can add to the data within the system. And the police can work within the specific police module. It hence seems that transposing STRADA to the Belgian situation is necessary, as well as manageable. Various countries, including the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany and other Scandinavian countries, have expressed an interest in the STRADA model.

The subsequent phase in this research is planned to be the implementation of the STRADA-system in the UZG and in the police service of Gent in the form of a demonstration record project. Within the STRADA system, the hospital and the police have to submit their information separately. This demands extra means (staff), as existing data collections from the police and the hospital cannot be combined just like that. This must be considered as an additional, yet extremely necessary task for the duration of the testing of a coupling system. In the case of the police, this is done by entering data collected from official reports into the statistical form. The aim must be to replace this labour-intensive work by automatically extracting the necessary data from the police force’s traditional datasets. This is one way to meet the police’s request to replace such work - which in principle cannot be considered as a core task of the police - with the extraction of data needed for the statistical construction of a traffic safety policy.

A future report will describe the current Belgian hospital record system, as well as the hospital-police notification system. A running inquiry will be made into the records systems in some three Belgian hospitals. The results will be used to propose ideas on how to compose hospital data in terms of traffic accidents. These results should reveal to what extent existing record systems must be adapted or can serve as a basis for automatic data extraction. The aim is to work only with the data from emergency services in the initial phase, then later to extend this to include day clinics. At an even later late, if electronic patient management is in place, this will be extended even further to include primary care services.

As the demonstration underway will be limited to only one hospital, a pragmatic approach will be taken when implementing a system that couples police data and hospital information. This demonstration should make it possible not only to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the system, but also to learn important lessons before implementing the system across all of Belgium.

It is clear that data coupling is only complete if all the police data in one police region is combined with all the hospital data from the same region. However, this is not the case in this demonstration, as the police data is coupled with only one hospital. This means that the data from this one hospital forms the basis for all comparisons. As a result, for the hospital, none of the data on the traffic accidents outside the police zone can be used for comparison purposes. The data on traffic casualties occurring in the same police zone but taken to another hospital cannot be used for comparison either.

Without transposing foreign figures with regard to the under-registration of traffic casualties to the Belgian situation, the same trend seems to be confirmed by the little existing Belgian
research, which has investigated either a set target group\textsuperscript{51}, a set accident category\textsuperscript{52} or a set age category\textsuperscript{53}: police records in Belgium are too limited to serve as a basis for traffic safety policy.

The current Belgian record structure is far too open to error, both in the case of fatality records and of casualty records.

The STRADA system in its current form is not able to portray all the accident data with fatalities or casualties. By further extending the system to polyclinics and primary care services in a later phase, we can improve the number of records even more. To this end, a few boundary conditions (including electronic patient management) however need to be met.

Based on this albeit limited initial analysis, it seems clear that STRADA has much to offer in terms of coming up with a new Belgian record system. Adapting STRADA to the Belgian situation will take some time. Adjustments will have to be made for the legal situation (mandatory police record, notification to the Public Prosecutor, data privacy protection) and the record "culture" (some still fail to appreciate the importance of such records). There is also the fact that the analysis is not always targeted towards the various potential clients. And the lack of an authoritative body in charge of quality control and scientific analysis of the data is a major problem to be solved.

In the quest at European level for a record system that provides data that is not only reliable, but also comparable, STRADA can serve as a basis for standardisation. Implementing this system could help in setting up a set of reliable and internationally comparable statistical data.

If the demonstration project has the desired results, consideration can be given to extending the project to all the hospitals in a given region. This way, we can proceed to the gradual implementation of the system across Belgium.

\textsuperscript{51} DE SOMER, A., CLAEYS, D., THIBO, P., CLAEYS, R., RONSE, E., VANDEVEYVER, D., BUYLAERT, W., Registratie van fietsongevallen in spoedgevallendiensten van een stedelijke regio, Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde, 49, nr 22, 1993, pp. 1559-1563

\textsuperscript{52} MENS EN RUIMTE, Diepte onderzoek dodelijke verkeersongevallen in België, mei 1997, Studie in opdracht van het Belgisch Instituut voor de Verkeersveiligheid, Eindrapport, 216 pages.
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5.3 Illustrations

5.3.1 Structure of STRADA

STRADA Overview

Police reports

Hospital reports

Database

Data retrieval
5.3.2 Accident description
5.3.3 Surroundings and circumstances of the accident

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road and Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Road number/road name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Road type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max speed limit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traffic instructions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traffic regulation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traffic signal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Road/Street lighting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weather conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Road conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traffic environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bridge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tunnel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floodworks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series of accidents</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.4 Hospital information
5.3.5 Standard report
5.3.6 Output example

Accidents per hour

Region: Skåne  Year: 1999
5.4 Questionnaire

Questionnaire: investigation of 'best practices' in exploitation of traffic safety data

Registration of road casualties in medical services
The goal of the questionnaire is to get an overview of the collection of data on road casualties in the medical sector. It may be that several registration systems coexist.

*Please, type in your answers in the answer frames. They will grow as you type. It may be that certain questions do not apply. If so, please, indicate so.*

You can also exchange the questionnaire or parts of it in order to get the most accurate information from the most appropriate person.

We are looking forward to receiving this filled out questionnaire before August the 1th. Thank you very much for your collaboration.

A general question on the possible data channels:

G1. Which services register road casualties automatically: emergency units, hospital (in-patients/outpatients), general practitioners, coroners,...?

Questions on specific data sources. This format can be used for the description of each individual data source.

S1. General
   S1.1 Name of the data source.
   S1.2 Global description of the content of the data.
   S1.3 For what purpose(s) is this data collected?
   S1.4 Which organization is funding the data collection?
   S1.5 Is the collected data complete and representative?

S2. Data Collection
   S2.1 Which organization collects the data?
   S2.2 Describe briefly the procedure, starting from the moment a patient comes in.
   S2.3 How is it determined that one has to do with a victim of a road accident?
   S2.4 Are any variables of the accident registered? Which? How? (interview?)
   S2.5 Are injury scales (ICD, AIS, ISS,...) used?
S2.6 Is data on the cost and/or outcome of the treatment collected?

S2.7 Does the registration interact with the road accident registration by police forces?

S2.8 If applicable, what is the procedure when a dead person is brought to the hospital? What is the interaction with police and/or judicial services?

S2.9 If applicable, what is the procedure when the patient dies during treatment?

S2.10 How is the data collected (questionnaires, standard form, PC-application)?

S2.11 Is the data collection integrated in general management system?

S3. Data processing

S3.1 In what manner are the patient data processed further?

S3.2 Which organization carries out the data processing?

S3.3 Is there integration of the data with the data of the police services?

S3.4 If so, how? How are patient and police data linked? At which level of detail?

S3.5 If so, are there any legal issues? (privacy, medical secret, judicial aspect, prosecution,...)

S3.6 In which form is the data published? (internet, report, tables,...)

S3.7 What is the frequency of publication?

S4. Users

S4.1 Is the data public?

S4.2 Which organizations use the data?

S4.3 Do the users have to pay to get the data?

S5. Problems?

S5.1 Give a short description of known problems.

S5.2 Do any projects exist that try to amend these problems?

5.4.1.1.1 Remarks

R1. Do you have any remark on this questionnaire or would you like to add something?